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Your

picture
here

There is an anticipated
decline of 36% over the next
two years. And if you belillve
that one, then I got a great
house to sell you in L.A.
Page2

Does anybody really read
what's in these boxes. The
Chronic-ill wants to know.
Call 255-3751 and let your
Page 6
Naked people-Page 7 voice be heard.

City council declares prohibition
Jack Danlels
Chronic-ill staffer
and Martini Androssl

ordinances pertaining to
the silly substance.

Editor and chef

in the wake of ordinances

The St. Clod City Council
voted Monday to enforce
complete prohibition of alcohol
in an effort to stop all future

The ordinance comes
requiring permits for
kegs, bans on all-one-

can-drink specials and
public urinating. One city
council member said this will

simplify all ordinances
pertaining to alcohol in
the city. "Plus, consu ming intoxicating bever-

ages could lead to
dancing," the councilmember said to justify
the decision.
The .council's decision leaves

several vacant buildings in the
downtown area, but the it has
found a solution for this. In an
effort to rejuvinate the area 's
economy the City Council is
going to purchase the buildings
and sell them as 1920s

See Prohibition/Page 16

Chronicle
done for
another
year
Editor's note
Enjoy, we did.
Since this is the final
edition of University

Officials take Getting a rear full
away campus
radio station's
birthday

Chronicle the 1991-92
school year, the staff
decided to have some
fun. The result is the
edition you are
presently reading.

Keep in mind that all

by Martini Androssl
Editor and chef

the stories, cut-lines,
teasers and graphics are
not real, instead they are
parodies of some stories
that have happened on
the Southside, stories
that will someday
happen or stories that
will never happen are
here for your reading
enjoyment.

Allegations of false advertising
have resulted in proposed
disciplinary action by the SCSYOU
administration against the campus
radio station.
The action surfaced after KVACFM said it was going to broadcast
from the roof of the Lumpy Steel
Tavern on the north side of town.
A special thanks g~
This was to be one of the events
scheduled as part of KVAC's
all who contributed
anniversary celebration.
ideas to our fictional
However, Allen Nerf, acting
stories, to City Council
faculty adviser, forgot to see if there
President Larry Meyer
was access to the roof of the local
for being a good sport
beer-and-burger establishment. As
and to Dave Jurek for
there was no access and a ladder
allowing us into his
was not available, there was no
storage
roon.
broadcast from atop the structure.
Keep in mind lhat all
"I feel like such a mushhead,"
the
ads
and
classifieds
Nerf said. "It was a simple mistake,
are real, and patronage
and I don't know what they (the
of these businesses is
administration) is going to do. I
appreciated.
know they're upset, but what are
With that in mind,
they going to do, take away our
Saul Momlngmlsste•taedtlfoto idiot
birthday?"
enjoy. We did.
Student Finance Commltte chairwoman candy Crewsky gets a brief review of the
The administration, through chief
henchman William Rangervich, said · budget process. "Some days, this job really stinks," Crewsky said afterward.
that KVAC's birthday is in the
process of being repealed. "We feel
that this is gross incompetence,
false advertisi ng and pure
amateurism. I have proposed action
organization is better known for
by All Beckerftead
to be taken by the presidents
Apiarians Anonymous, an
organization recently recognized
the rift it caused among I.R.
Muckraking Headache
council that would, in effect, take
by
I.R.
Gamma
Row's
viced
Gamma Row members last fall
and N. C. Butthacker
away the station's birthday,"
president, Chewed Roachclip. The
when it received $100 for capital
Staff Schmoozer
Rangervich said. "I don 't like doing
organization, for which the
improvements to its apiary.
it, but something has got to be done.
"I did some checking about this
In a shocking departure from typical buzzword is AA, requested $22.49
We've been putting up with this
'" organizatiqn ," said Got the
behavior, all hell broke loose at the LR. for purchasing and mailing fees. It
kind of deviancy from that bunch of
Gamma Row, also known as Student seems the organization must buy Govern _O Checkbook, incoming finance
hooligans for long enough."
an aphyllus Aphrodite for the apian
Govem-ment, meeting last Thursday.
See KVAC/Page 8
See Gamma Row/Page 7
At issue was the proposed funding for society to begin its project. The
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Bee bid for $22.49 smushed
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SCSVOU closes doors on all minorities
by All Beckerhead
Muckraking headache

to the other schools, although

White cloud just got whiter.
In a move many SCS YOU
colored faculty have predicted
for years, SCSYOU potentate
Ronald McPope Tuesday
announced the university would
close its doors to all minority
faculty, staff and students by
June I.

"It just makes sense to me,"
McPope announced before a
crowd of 50 minority _students
and faculty gathered at the
Richer Z. ColorofMoney House.

"We're here to serve the
community, and the community
does not want minority
residents." He explained there
are six other schools in the
system that will accept
minorities and encouraged
faculty and students to transfer

the application deadline was
yesterday.
The news was not surprising
to minority faculty and students.
"I saw it Coming when I started
working here," said Busta
Moove, SCSYOU professor.
"He refused to accept my driver
license as proof of identification, but he accepted those
of several white professors."
However, the pattern began
long before that, alleged Ttt
Demme, SCSYOU professor.
"They shouJd have learned with
the Mary Bee Opressd case.
Then they hired Josephine
Dontdothis and Barnie Olivia.
When
they
left,
the
dissministration said it was for
bigger and better things; but we
know Barnie took a cut in pay to
leave. We know what they did to
Joseph to drive her away."

And they know other things
too, Demme said, but refused to
elaborate.
When asked whether they
would stay and fight the
decision, faculty and students
just shook their heads. "You
whites are going to have to
solve this problem yourselves,"
said Halthis Orchoka. "It's just
not worth it for us."
The meeting was peaceful
throughout. No one seemed
surprised. McPope seemed
pleased and said, "God's will be
dumb." He even went so far as
to say a small prayer for each
p:rson as they filed quietly from
the Richer Z. ColorofMoney
House. "I wish you all the best,
whatever happens to you,., he
said to one professor.
The professor looked at him
for a long moment and said,
'That's mighty white of you."

AS mess has
custodians irked

Security takes
on campus
crack problem

by Sigmund Frledmueller
Snooze editor

by Pana Dedrunkenbltch
Yellow journalist

Custodians have just about had enough of illicit
activity in the Administrative Servic~ bathrooms.
"I'm not paid enough for this crap, literally," said
Minnie Haggard, a custodian in the Administrative
Services Building for the past five years. "Every night I
clean up after the brown-nosing, but the next day I
come back, and sweat-soaked business cards are laying
all over again."
Don Siemann, directer of campus procreation, said
his jurisdiction normally just includes students, but the
magnitude of the situation has forced him to get
involved.
"Sexual rendezvous in Eastman - I can handle
that," he said, "But when students can't even feel
comfortable going to the bathroom after standing in

SCS has a new drug problem.
It's not as fun as acid. It's not as
dangerous as heroin. It's not even
something as prevalent as marijuana It's the ultimate high: crack.
"We have made a number of
crack arrests this week alone,"
said Park Metric, the big guy at
SCS Security and Blocking
Operations. ''People were getting
high and spreading crack all over
the damn lawn."
Metric said he thinks crack is
widespread because it's cheap,
easy to find and particularly potent
this time of year.
"I just can't understand why
kids would do something that's so

See Bathroom/Page 17

Potentate outlines
cultural diversity plan
by All Beckerhead
Muckraking headache

dangerous to their health. I mean,
one sniff of that stuff and you're
on your butt for hours, way I hear
it," he added. "It's pretty hairy."
Metric was disappointed by the
lack of response by the Campus
Drug. "We have many more ser-

ious problems to concentrate on at
this time," said Ohmi Brain, Campus Drug coordinator. "We've had
a lot of reports of people smoking
that evil, weird-smelling green
stuff - you know, grass - and I
think we need to eradicate that

251-1814

+Private Bedrooms
Park South
Apartments

♦~Bedro9ms

1311 Sixth Ave. S.

♦Mim Suites

Summer Singles
4 Bedroom units

♦Microwaves

✓

✓
✓

Secure
Clean
Complete

$100 per month
per person
Call for viewing
Tom 253-1898
Kathy 253-9381

♦Dishwashers

♦Mini Blinds

$169- $235
CAMPUS PLACE APTS.
253-3688

Beat/Water Paid
♦Laundry

'

+Quiet Buildings

Mayor shows muscle,
sweeps up city dirt
St. Cloud .Mayor Chunky Bullwinkle will be speaking
on campus at 6 a.m. Saturday in the SCS 24-hour
Security Shack in an effort to deter security officer
brutality.
~ Bullwinkle has proclaimed next week as "Stop Police
Officer Beatings Weck." The mayor hopes that by raising
awareness in the community about police beatings, a
good samaritan will come forward with information
leading to the capture of the hoodlums responsible for the
hospitalization of seven local police officers in the past
two weeks.
Bullwinkle was also expected to deliver a speech to a

group of second graders from Jackson Elementary
School at noon today in the school's Lunch Room about
the rash of shootings occurring on the school's
playground during recess.
The mayor said he hopes to have St. Cloud as safe a

city as possible in time for this year's Fourth of July
celebration, or else he will not allow anyone to watch the
fireworks.
"And that's fioal," he said.

Hair color debate to decide
finally who has more fun •
A debate about whether blondes or brunettes have
more fun will be held at 5:30 p.m. Monday in the Men's
Locker Room in Hellenback Hall.
Five representatives from the blonde te.am will debate
one brunette representative. The five to one ratio was
mathematically calculated to ensure a fair and equal
debate.
~
Members of the men's football and hockey teams will
be available to demonstrate or prove each side's claims.
Representatives from the Safe Sex Club on campus will
also be available to offer assistance.
The debate is sponsored by the Red Heads Get Left
Overs Club and is free and open 10 all people with every
color of hair.

Search fpr host of new TV
program to begin next week
Auditions are being held next week at UfVS, SCS'
only television station, to find a host for a new
ed~onal program to begin airing next fall.
The show is a serious college education level show
modeled after the highly influential "Mr. Roger's" on
PBS. The show will address issues like responsible
drinking and proper procedW'CS for walking home from
house parties or the bars.
Weekly guests will join the show to explore healthy
alternatives to atrocities like sex, drugs, alcohol and
pornography. v
Host applicants should be wholesome in appearance
and willing to lie about ske1el0ns in their closets.

Ceremony set to begin
work on retirement home
A ground-breaking ceremony will be shoveled at 3
p.m . Sunday in front of Administrative Services as
construction workers begin working on an on-campus
retirement home for its staff.
Due to all the staff retiring or being forced to retire due
to age restrictions, the university has decided to build a
half-way retirement home. The administration hope5 that
the new home will aid faculty and staff with letting go of
the campus.
A small fee will be required from anyone who plans on
staying at the re~ment home for more than two months.
The university has set up an easy payment plan that will
directJy take out an amount from the faculty or staff
member's pension fund.

Alternative newspaper set
to hit streets of St. Cloud
Micheal Rotch
Staff infection
Hold on to your hats, SL Cloud. The news-est,
most alternative form of newsprint ever conceived
in Central Minnesota is about to hit the streets.
"We feel it will revolutionize the alternative
newspaper scene throughout the state," said a
spokesperson for Gunnitt Newspapers, parent
company of the project "We feel we had to have
another, money-making alternative in the wake of
our latest collapse."
The new alternative paper supposedly will take
the place of gracheetos!, the alternative
newspaper that firmly planted itself in the middle
of the road. According to the Gunnitt
spokesperson, the gracheetos! venture simply
doesn't sell.
"For some reason, nobody takes it seriously.
Here, we thought it was going to be cutting-edge
college stuff, and it just laid there. I don't want to
admit it, but I think the local university paper beat
it like a rented mule as far as advertising goes,"
the spokesperson said. "This new project will be
completely different."
The new paper, which has yet to be til1ed, will
deal with such alternative matters as anti-drug
campaigns, country music, sexual assault and the

f{>.~(fj
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Rumor has It this alternative publication
will soon be defunct, bankrupt and dead.
Super Bowl, as well as City Council bashing. All
this will be done to give readers fresh, new ideas
that they will not be able 10 find anywhere else.
The new paper is set to hit the streets next
September as soon as a new batch of freshmen
enter the college scene.

Each year thousands of motorcyclists are injured and killed on Minnesota
roadways. In 1990; approximately 60 percent of the rrulti-vehlde crashes involving a
motorcycle were determined to be the fault of the other driver. Drivers involved these
accidents often say, 1hey did not see the motorcycle.' The two largest contributing
factors to these crashes were driver inattention and distraction, and failure to yield
right-of-way to a motorcyclist.
'Start Seeing Motorcyclists' is the theme of the 1992 Motorcycle Safety Public
Information Campaign. Sponsored by the Minnesota Department of Public Safety, the
focus of the campaign is to promote and encourage all motorists to make an extra effort
to watch for motorcycleS on Minnesota roads.

As part of Motorcycle Safety Month, the Minnesota Washout will be conducted
. Saturday, May 16 at highway rest areas throughout the state. This year 36 motorcycle
clubs will be conducting the event at 21 rest areas. The club members will be washing
motorists' windshields and disseminating motorcycle safety literature to remind
motorists to 'Start Seeing Motorcycles.'
You can support the Minnesota Washout and the local motorcycle clubs
promoting motorcycle safety on Saturday, May 16 by visiting rest areas along Interstate
35, Interstate 90, Highway 53 and Highway 61.
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EDITORIAL BOARD:
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Editorials
It's true, boys and girls ...

You \'.wW, W~EN
A~r--1Sf'E<:lE
I

Some of the chunks in the
sandbox don't smell good
Hello boys and girls! Welcome to the SCS neighborhood!

Today, we're going to learn a very special word. That word
is "power." Can you say that word boys and girls? You can't?
Do you know why? Cause you don't have any lX)wer boys and
girls.
"What about voting?" I heard a young girl in the back say?
Well, we try, but for some reason, we vote, and the whole

game gets disqualified. The elections get called off. Can you
say, "Democracy sucks big time at SCS?" I knew you could.
Which brings us to the Student Son-of-a-Government
There they are, in the middle of the playground, all sitting in a
big sandbox (which will have capital improvements made as
soon as they can figure out how to get it past the other kids).
Ooo! see that big chart next to some of them? Yes, that's how
many fees students are charged. Oooh, look at it rise and rise
like a big balloon!
Who's that pudgy little boy bouncing around the sandbox
screaming, "Politics are nonnal! Politics are great! Politics is
me?" Oh, that's the student president, kids, and he's just
throwing another tantrum. I think he wants to get more money
or power, whichever makes his resume look better. Don't
worry, the other kids in the playgroWld know how to deal with
him. I think ...
Yes, Billy. That's correct. That is a pregnant woman you
see in the Student Government sandbox. See how some of the
other children in the playground stare at her, or give her
· threatening calls on the tin-can phones? Can you say
"Ignorant slime who couldn't progressively think their way
past a baboon?" Very good, boys and girls.
"Where are all of the Black children," you ask? Well, if St.
Goud was a movie, it'd definitely be "White Sands." But
don't wony kiddies, the powerful people are trying to solve
this problem; they' re bringing Eddie Murphy here to give a
big, expensive speech and everything will be better here. Can
you say "Out of touch?" Not too hard is it?
Well, I think that's enough fun with the word "power." I
think tomorrow, we'll learn the word "depressed!" Happy
educations!

University

CHRONIC••J..U""--------UnlveraHy Chronic-Ill (USPS 867-5309) is hown logelher by Sl Cloud
State Llnivel'$ity students and hits the stands twice weekly during school
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the SOS Student Government until the budget was cut. (Hi Marc.)
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Ouija board gives answers to all
by Ima Spector, Staff poltergeist
In these uncertain times,
many people feel threats
hanging over them. What
with budgets, firings and
general widespread
indecency, the future can only
be speculated. So, with fear in
our hearts, numerous
University Chronic-ill
employees gathered together
W1der a full moon and made a
panicked march to Riverview,
where answers awaited.

Ouija board fmnly in hand,

"When next will SCS beat
North Dakota State in football?"
N-O-T-I-N-Y-0-U-R-L-I-F-ET-I-M-E. "
The plastic triangle shifted
slowly across the varnished
wooden board: B-U-R-N-M-

B-0-A-C-O-N-S-T-R-I-CT-S.

E-A-N-D-Y-0-U-B-U-R-N.

The group sat silently, and
the bo<U"d quivered with
anticipation waiting for the
next question.

Martini Androssi led the crew.

" Fair enough," Androssi
said and fired up one of those

He placed the board flat

ullra-light Winston Light

against the front door of
Riverview and began to hum.
The door opened slowly.
Everyone filed in.

heaters.

Our intrepid crew ventured
to the second floor. There, we
sat in a circle in the exact
center of the hallway, knee to
knee to knee to knee, Ct
cetera. Andros.si placed his
hands on the Ouija board and
we waited for the right
moment.
After several stretched-out
minutes broken only by the
painful inhalations of
cigarette addicts, we heard it.
There came a rapping, gently
tapping, tapping on the
wooden floor. The Riverview
ghost had arrived, heels and
all.
Androssi kept his cool. "Do
you mind if I smoke?" he
implored the Ouija and the
netherworld in general.

""Dearly befuddled, we are
gathered here tonight to get to
this thing called ... called, the
future,'' Androssi said.

W-H-0-1-S-T-H-I-S-G-UY-? The Ouija board spat out.
"It's OK," said Dadrunkenbitch. "You get used
to him."

"When next will SCS beat
North Dakota State in
football?"

N-O-T-I-N-Y-O-U-R-L-1-FE-T-I-M-E.
"Who will be the next vice
president for Administrative
affairs."

G-E-T-S-E-R-1-0-U-S.
"Will SCS President

W-H-Y-H-A-V-E-Y-0-U-CA-L-L-E-D-M-E-?
"We need your help. In
your all-seeing ethereality,
you must perceive the future.
Divine it for us," Androssi
beseeched.
"Who will be declared the
winner of the Student
Government election?"

M-0-R-R-I-S-K-U-R-T-Z
"What is the future of the
BEOA department?"

Brendan McDonald resign?"
The board quivvered as the
ground shook and light shown
from the ceiling. Suddenly the
board vanished as the group
sat in quiet astonishment.
"I guess there are questions
that nobdy can should have
the answers to," Androssi
said.
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Impoliteness is like a big
weed that must be smoked
In anticipation of your parody issue, I have
written the following letter. If you don't like it,
you can kiss off.
First, the Chronicle hasn't yet been the least bit

amusing, it is no time to start now. Folks,
impoliteness exists on this campus. It exists like a
fungus, no, like a weed. It exists like a weed and it
is growing like a big green weed across this
campus.
This weed must be burned! Admittedly, some
burning has been done. But not nearly enough.
When we bum this weed it gives off smoke. This
smoke is the healing we all feel. We must inhale

the healing smoke.
Regretably, no one can hold this healing smoke
in for very long. We wind up exhaling some

healing and it results, quite frankly, in less intense
healing. Of course, the Chronicle never talks of
this healing. The Chronicle pretends that there are
no impolite people. The Chronicle has been

completely insensitive on this issue.
At a time when so many people are hurting from
misguided insults, the Chronicle produces a
parody issue.
You can decide for yourself if this is responsible,
or irresponsible, or even if this is a sign of
ignorance, but I'll tell you one thing is for sure, and
that is that there is nothing funny about rudeness,
impoliteness, irresponsibility and ignorance.
Look folks , it's time we all grow up and start
listening to and learning from the people around us
who we can learn from, namely me.
If we don't, the weed is going to grow, and
grow, and grow, umil it's this gigantic weed that's
·really, really big. And you can blame it all on the
Chronicle, don't say I didn't warn you.

Guy Nickology
sophomore, English

Chronicle is, section
for section, the
grooviest, snappiest,
gosh darn happiest,
best damn source of
news, entertainment
and advertisements
out of the three
existing papers in the
area which offer
similar, if not the
exact same services,
and, of course, it's free
Kudos Chronicle, kudos!

..,MORE fl~G
FACTORIES...

/

. . mo SOME

FOLKSY T(Wfl
TALK WONT
CURE!

/

There wasn't any time this year I didn't feel I could count on
you. You were there for me. You were never late. You came
twice a week. I tpce thaL When I wanted to know something,
you didn't decide to not come, or not cover campus news for a
week. You never came with sticky stuff all over you or urine.
You were always clean and fresh.
Your news items were always pertinent to what I was doing.
The story on the Eastman saunas and bathrooms really hit
home. I really had to examine my own lifestyle after that. You
were always there for me when I needed to read advertisements
too. If I wanted to know about a special, a sale, or if I just
wanted to know what new places were opening, I knew where
to go because I go where every curious student goes for

information, that's right, the Chronicle.

Chronicle can burn in Hell
Ladies and gentlemen of this university, I simply cannot say how offended I am without uttering
profanities. Look, I've got a right to my opinion, just like everybody, and I'm tired of having my opinions
spat upon and stomped on by those geeks running the Chronicle.

Frankly, they never run any of my letters, yet other letters get run by the same people over and over and
over. Why? Could it be that the Chronicle is afraid of having an opinion that is slightly different than that
of usual atheistic, paganistic, communistic opinions so common in today's leftist media? The media
ignores people like me, that is until we commit a crime or die, then they put us in the paper just to
embarrass us in front of God and everyone.
Speaking of God.journalists 'like yourselves should be a little more wary of how you cover God and
God related subjects. If I ever read your paper again, I will be sure to clip out your little "God is pretend"
piece and place it on the refridgerator so I can worship it again and again. Ooooh, I reeeeally like Satan
just like the Chronicle. Yeah, I bet you'd like thaL Well, you can just forget it, because I've had it up to
here with you people and your ways. I hope you bum in Hell.

Marge Knackendoffelmeir
senior, social work

Oh, and your opinions pages. When I wanted to know what
other kids thought about serious issues like racism, sexism,
racism, sexism, racism, and sexism again, the letters to the
editors you printed gave me a real sense of perspective. And If
I wanted a laugh. well I could always count on your crazy
columnists to tick1e my funny bone and give me real insight
into real issues. While some may have thought that one of your
columnists conveniently avoided having any real point in the
majority of what he wrote, and certainly I can't help but admit
some displeasure at that too, I do think it was rather nice of you
to let him try. And of course, Musa Mhlanga, was a refreshing
breath of fresh morning, springtime air, a true socialist!

Further your features were intriguing, and delightful And
your record reviews were, for the most part, right on the
money. And your cartoons were simply divine. "Benton" is
my favorite. What won't that damned bear think of next?
"Physical Jerks" never loft me begging for more and it simply
is no wonder that "Odd.fellow's Lot'' won graffitos! little
contest. I'm laughing just thinking about it
Finally, I'd like to say "way to go" to your sports
dcp~ent. but I never read it. Keep up the good work, and
good yea,-,

Morie Krishna
freshman, Criminal Justice'
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committee desk. "Their
issues, sex-related issues or
request was vague and failed
any cause which could sully
to spcciefic what sort of
•.
my political respirations."
hymenoptera was to bee
"But that's discrimination
purchased," Checkbook
against
Apiarians
stated.
Anonymous," Roachclip
"This matter is too
• whined. Himm did a mighty
stinging for us to de.al with,"
OV
reversal on the issue.
said Paine Hiver, concerned citizen
"He's right, we can't have any
and all-around apiaryist. "Not apiaryism in I.R. Gamma Row,"
everybody has a hymenoptera."
Himm hawed. "Remember what
P.G. Thomsson, who is not a happened during the brat sale. And
member of the Rowing Club, agreed that horrible fight over the funding
with River and tried in vain to end for Sex Without Partners! Let's not
debate.
do somethi~g that will m'B.ke the
"Well I guess we know who on Affirmative Action Officer come
this senate has a hymen-optera," said over here again and tell us how
Robme Somemorewouldya, member childish we're being," Himm
in excellent standing of the ABC whined.
club. He cast a speculative glance at
"But we have a right to a free,
a female senator sitting near him.
open discussion about the issue,"
"I don't have a hymenoptera," said Candy Crewsky, who actually
dissented Thomsson. "And I don't knew what apiaries were. "I can't
give a damn what you think of that stand apiaries. All that buzzing and
It's asinine."
nothing ever gets done. I almost
"You're being biologically threw an anaphylactic fit the last
insensitive," Somemorewouldya said time I entered an apiary. It was
to Thomsson. "I don't understand worse than the Penney Room."
why you people are wasting so much
"Hey, Crewsky, that's apiaries,"
time arguing about this. This is a Himm said. "And when you insult
sick issue. It's disgusts me, being a apiaries, you're insulting me."
good Wonderbrcad boy."
"I don't understand what you
''That disgusts me too," said I.R. people are talking about," said John
Gamma Row paleontologist in chief S. Crude, former human being and
Markie Himm. He threw the gavel at current
presidio
candidate.
Roachclip in order to speak hi s "Philosophically speaking, AA helps
"mind." "I don't even want to talk a lot of people overcome their
about this hymen stuff. I.R. Gamma problems and we should be more
Row does not endorse women's than willing to support this stellar

m n
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Gamma Row: President begs for his own way from Page 1

Proposal will
limit pay to not
more than prez

organization. And I hope the
Chronic-ill will exercise gude
judgment when using my quotes," he
opined. Even his eyebrows turned
red moments later when a kind
senator nearby explained the
organizations' intent
"I've had enough honey," claimed
M.T. Everett, who left the table. "It's
none Of my beeswax whether we
fund this organization or not"
"People People People People
People PULEEZE," howled Himm.
"Let's calm down before I bust a
vein. We'll take a IO-minute repress
the ideas so I can get my way when
we get back."
l.R. Gamma Row reconvaine.d 10
minutes later. Checkbook spoke first.
"I think we s hould live up to
precedent and do absolutely nothing
on this issue."
Instead, l.R. Gamma Row move.d
anonymously to table further action
until the next week. In an astounding
show of presidia power, Himm
rescinded the motion and forced
another motion to the floor,
simultaneously splitting Roachclip's
skull with a toss of the gavel.
l.R. Gamma Row•finally moved to
fund Apiaries Anonymous $11.24
and one-half cents, including the
stipulation that any profit from the
sale of apiary ambrosia must be
returned to l.R. Gamma Row.

by Martini Androssl
Editor and chef

A proposal originated by a student senator
limiting the amount of stipend employees can
earn in a given year will be debated Thursday.
The proposal, orginiated by senator Markie
Himm, states that all SCSYOU workers,
studem or otherwise, will be limited to a salary
not higher than that of the Student Government
resident This honoraria limit will be enforced
regardless of time committed to a position,
perceive.d importance or profitability.
"We feel that the Student Government
president is the most important person on
campus, and therefore shouldn't be supcrceded
on the pay scale by anyone. This only makes
sense," Himm said. "We are not just try~g to
use our power to make people kiss our asses.
No. We feel this is only fair and will pass, thus
bringing parity to all student organizations."
Other proposals made by Himm were killed
in committee. One would have given a local
office supplier the exclusive contract with SCSYOU and the other would have made acrylic
sweaters mandatory outerwear on campus.
However, both proposals are expected to be
resurrected during tonight's meeting. "The
Student Government has the power to recall
any vote made in committee. There is no reason
why we should abide by any of their
decisions," Himm said.

••• To Pay Day?
If you are over 19 and no longer a full-time student. you
could be on your own when It comes t.o health coverage. And
that could be risky without a comprehens ive. temporary plan
to protect you from the time you graduate unUI you're ellglble
for group coverage with your nrst job.
That's why we designed INSTA-CARE.
This unique Blue Cross and Blfte Shield plan provides up
t.o $1 million of major medical coverage ror60. 90 or 120
days. And best of all. INSTA-CARE is alTordable... as little as
$27.84* per month and coverage can begin within 24 hours
In most cases.
It's a good way t.o cover the gap between graduation day
and pay day. And INSTA-CARE is backed by the company you
can trust for strength and stability... Blue Cross and Blue
Shleld of Minnesota.
Find out more about INSTA-CARE and other lndlvldual
plans. AWARE CARE and AWARE Gold. by contacting your
local Blue Cross and Blue Shield agent. Or call us at
(612) 456-5050, toll-free at t 800 382-2000, ~t. 5050,
or mall the coupon below.
'60day ~rage.SSOOdedurUbleplanr0tamaleunderage30.
~looholandchcmlcaltkpcrnk'ncyC'O'l'l:ra,c-notlncluded.

\'ES, rm Interested In more Information about:
_

INSTA,CAKE

_

AWARE C\11:E
Upto$1 rnllllonworthof

Low

cost temporary coverage.

;~~~:::iT:c~ =:;a~octlbles
from S150 LO S2000.

_

AWARE Gold lndh1dual
Comprehensive
=~~ng~'PJrn om
I0.000 physicians and

speclaltsts

stateWtde.

---1'""

Name,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Clty,_ _ _ _ Stale_ _ ZipCode,_ _ _ _ __
Phone( _ _ ), _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mall to:
8IucCrossand8IueShleldot Minnesota
Telemar\:cU~DeptW915

~0P~fi4N

.ffl. (ii\ BlueCrossBI

55 164

y-¥.- ofMinnesota
•

eShield
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• The First The Future.
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KVAC:

It started on Page 1

Sources close to the story say
this is the crest of tensions
between the station and the
SCSYOU administration.
Nobody is sure where the
tension between Rangervich and
the station originated, but rumor
has it several past members of
KVAC pelted Rangervich and
other administrators with soggy
ears of com. This is denied by
Rangervich. "They were not
soggy. They were ripe and fresh
and hurt when they hit you in
the head," he said.
Rangervich also denied
allegations that he was upset
because lhe station does not play
his type of music. "I don't know
how anybody could listen to the
stuff they play," he said.
However, Nerf said country
music was played for a short
time about IO years ago, but the

experiment didn't work. "We
were one of the top stations in
town before we changed the
format," Nerf said. "For a while,
country kinda worked. Then we
played an extended set featuring
Red Sovine and C:W. McCall
and the truckers passing through
the area really liked it, but
nobody else did. That's when
we switched to a progressive
format and we became
respectable again."
Sports broadcasting was also
implemented around the time of
the second format change, and
this was met with swift
resistance from SCSYOU's
men's athletic director. Men's
alhletic director Morris Curtsey
declined comment, except to
say, "Academics is our top
priority here at SCSYOU."

Sex, drugs,
booze and
rock-n-roll
now approved
on campus.

r,;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;;;!;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;::;;;

This is a legitimate advertisement

$200 Reward
For information about the driver of
a four-door red Chevy Citation
involved in a hit-and-run incident with
two bicyclists at 11 :30 p.m., April 30,
Thursday.
Ask for Dave 259-0911

Get off my butt.
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Women athletes offended by Husky mascot
by Manly Boxer
Staff gadfly
The dog is dead.

And she' II be buried in a
shallow grave near Halenbeck
Hall.

That's the outcome of a
compromise forged between
Student Government, the
administration, the athletic
department and women's rights
groups designed to change the
name and mascot of the

women's sports teams.

The

name

and

mascot

"Huskies" will remain the name

and mascot of men's teams,
according to Annie A. Bit,
sports information director,
"unless we hear from the

animal-rights activists."

bones-across - campus"

The Huskies mascot for
women's teams, "Fuzzy," was

demonstration last week that left
the campus reeking of dead
meat for days.
Samantha Patrick, women's

put to sleep yesterday following

incessant episodes of criticism
from women's rights supporters
who had launched a "dog-

See Mascot/Page 12

Aged Selke discovers spirit
participation within walls

A brassiere coincidence

by Pat Magroln
Regular guy
Something evil behind these walls
lurks.
Selke Field, home turf for the SCS
Husky football team since the tum of the
century, has long been harboring lost
souls and has recently been discovered as
a host to haunted souls.
Ghosts at Selke have been a long
running problem io Husky teams and
staff since the Huskies first game inside
the granite boundaries in 1902. Reports
state that the ghosts are the spirits of
inmates of the penitentiary that were
engaged by SCS' first head coach, Lyle
George, to build, the field and later play
on the team. Clippings from university
archives show George was happy with
the worker/players. "We got a great deal
with them convicts," George said. "They
show good inten~ity and can really hit,

not to mention they really make some
progress on that,wall after games."
Ghosts have apparently been showing
up at Selke Field more often in the past
five years. "At first they didn't bother us
too much during games," said Otto
Scurness, SCS lineman. "They mostly
just watched and tried to give advice,
when they started wanting playing time
and scholarships I think they really
started to overstep their bounds. I mean a
couple of them could maybe start but, I
mean, you know, they are dead and all."
Opposing coaches have raised
concerns with Northern Collie
Conference officials. "I knew there had to
be something up with that .field," said
Stocky Rager, North Dakota State
University head coach. "I knew there was
some son of supernatural intervention in
thatgamewelosttherein 1989."

See Selke/Page 11

Chronic-ill expands statistical
boxes for inquiring minds
:!..'!

by Dick Mehover
Loose end

Saul llornlngmlsslestaedt/foto idiot

The Bankego State women's rugby team dlsplayed Victoria Sucrets'
line of spons llngerle at the No Devlls tournament.

Lingerie company slips into
something more comfortable
by Phll McCrevlce
Fashion editor
No longer will Chicago Heifers star
Michael "Ground" Jordache be the
hottest advertising athlete.

Victoria Sucrets has announced that it
will become the new hotbed of sports
merchandise. The first apparel hit the
local market at the No Devils rugby

See Sucrets/Page 11

We consider ourselves at the sports
staff of the Chronic-ill to be true baseball
purists.
But we sold out recently. USA Today
has been listing eXtended boxscores for
mbre than two years now and as much as
it goes against our traditional baseball
beliefs, we feel it's time to join in.
No longer will you be able to look at a
boxscore and simply see a player's atbats, hits, homeruns, batting average and
RBI. Some of the latest lines include
statistics like a player's average batting
skill, CPI (clutch pitching index). LARP
(league average replacement players),
IPC (innings pitched correctors),
sabermetrics, and IPR (isolated power

ratio).
After careful deliberation, we won't
include sabermetrics as a stat simQly
because the formula to figure a play~rs
sabermetrics is longer than most
advanced trigonometry formulas.
Through hours of name-calling and
~ndless adult beverages, the staff came up
with some important statistics for next
season's baseball boxscores, and with the
help of the Relie-on-us Sports Bureau, we
should be using them regularly in the
editions.
JA average: Slangly termed the
"schwantz stance", this stat deals with a
p!a}'er•s jock adjustment average per nine
innings of play. George Brett led the
major leagues in one season as he

See Statistics/Page 11
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SCSYOU head basketball coach
takes sabbatical to help image
by Phil McCrevlce
Fashion editor
SCSYOU head basketball
coach Loin Rayon is taking a
sabbatical this summer and fall.
Rayon made the decision
shortly after the conclusion of
the basketball season, he said.
An inside source, "Deeptie",
says the reasons are two-fold.
First, Rayon was ejected from a

game in North Dakota this
season after his second technical
foul. Sources indicated that
Rayon may attend the Bobby
Knight Foundation for Turrets
Syndrome.
Secondly, rumor has it that
Rayon may attend a few fashion
seminars on his way to
Bloomington , Ind. Decptie said
Rayon may have grown weary
of his gray pin-striped suit with
a pink shirt.
"First, it is true that this
particular suit combination is
my favorite, but I do have a few

other choices," Rayon said. "It's

Shrink-to-fit suits

" I want to shed this pretty-boy
Loin image."
- Loin' Rayon ·
SCSYOU coach
just, with the good showings we
have made lately, I like to wear
this suit and shirt the most.
"I really don't mind this suit,
but the cut of it just isn't fitting
like it used to," Rayon said. "As

you may have noticed in some
close games this year, I took it
off toward the end of the game."
Decptie said Rayon wanted to
attend th e Bobby Knight
Foundation because he felt he
was misunderstood by some of
the officials in the Northern

Collie Conference. Rayon could
be heard during games last
season yelling "What are you
looking at?" to passing officials.
One officia1 stopped Rayon after
a game to inform him that he
was just wondering if Rayon

was wearing the same pink shirt
as last year.

Although SCSYOU sports
information director Annie A.
Bit did not know if Rayon's
technicals last season were more
than usual and Deeptie did not
know he compared with other
NCC coaches.
"I wants to shed this prettyboy Loin image I received a few
years ago at the Bobby Knight
Foundation," Rayon said. Rayon
mentioned some thin g about
throwing chairs, but he wasn't
sure if this would present a
positive image to youth
attending his Husky Hotdogs
sessions on Saturday mornings,
Deeptie said.

Saul Morningmlsalestaedtffoto idiot

SCSYOU coach Loin Rayon poses In his favorite suit.

Boarding busses causes confusion foJ new hockey players
by Hugh Jass
Staff infection
The Farrari triplets, who were
expected to put an end to the
first-line juggling act, will not
be coming to SCSYOU next

year.

" I don't know what to do,"
said Happytobeme Doll,
SCSYOU coach. "We have to
find a way to teach our players
and recruits how to board busses
and to be comfortable doing it."
It seems the Farrari boys
boarded the wrong greyhound,

which happened to be bound for
Nonhem Michigan. By the time
they realized where they were
going, a man in a puke green
suit had convinced them to
attend Northern Michigan.
Oddly enough the problems
started in the same place

Moseying J ., SCS freshman
hockey player, had his illness
start: J. missed the bus back to
St. Clod after a game against
Northern Michigan. "I always
got 'confused about the breakfast
and the bus thing," said J. "I
never knew whether to eat first

or to board the bus. I just hope I
can get it right next year."
While J. seems to have caught
onto the system, Doll is wonied
aboµt the rest of the team. Doll
is worried aOOul more students
being left behind and deciding
!O simply tran~fer.
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Selke: Officials confused fromPage9 Sucrets: Underwear now outerwear from Page9
The ghosts have been elusive of Selke Field has caused its'
to university officials who have

subsequent haunting is currently

been trying for years to cut

under investigation. "It sounds
to me like some big ploy to get

down on unpaid attendance at
athletic events. "If we can get a
hold of any of these ghosts they
will be paying to sec games,"

Nordic C urse, SCS athletic
director, said. "We won't stand

for freeloading at the expense of
the athletic department."
The ghosts do not seem to be
a problem to everyone however.

"Whaddya mean there's ghosts
at Selke Field?" said Tap ltk:wik,
SCS freshman. "Where's Selke

Field?"
The issue of whether the age

the football

team a new

stadium," said one undisclosed
university official. "Well, we're
not going for it. We don't need a

stadium on campus."
Noelle Marteen, SCS head
coach has mixed feelings about
the ghosts. "Well, I tell ya, I'm
not sure what to tell ya."
Marteen said. "I'm going to go
out to practice some time this
week and get on top of this
whofo ghost thing ya know,
tiuh?, yeah, OK."

.Lutfu:'tan Stud.wt

+

'Says'

Congratulations Graduates
and God Bless You!

This summer we have several fun trips
and activities planned . .
Stop and join us at
397 Third Ave. S.

259-1577

tournament in St Crude earlier this month.
sports theme - that of men's sports," Luptuous
The Bankego State women's rugby team was said. "We thoug ht we could keep female
the only team at the No Devils tourney to sport athletes looking and feeling good about their
the new look. Sexy sport brassieres were the feminimity if we could produce durable, spoi;:ty
first of the apparel introduced, but the Victoria lingerie.,.
Sucrets has plans to expand the line soon, said
It worked. Not only did Bankego State
Val Luptuous, marketing executive for the women pick Up on the idea, but Linda
lingerie company.
Mammelton, actress and bodybuilder, will
"Let's face it, Nike and Reebok have the appear in Terminator Ill: More Violence with
corner on that market," Luptuous said. "It's some of the new.clothing.
about time they receive some competition from
Sucrets is currently working on a contract
a company that knows how to attract a good ,, with model Cindy Crav.:fish to market the
crowd."
coming lines. The summer ad campaign for the
Sucrets came up with the plan after shoulder sports bra is "Just See Tit. " The fall ad
pads in women's clothing came back into style campaigns will be separate for each product,
in the late 1980s. The executives at Sucrets Luptuous said.
thought of shoulder pads and their connection
For the new perfume to cover any sweat
with football. Then came the fashion of high stench for the after-exercise night on the town,
school and college volleyball teams dropping "Just Smell It" in an animated version with
their athletic-cut shorts and wearing only tight Pippy LePue.
underwear.
Luptuous said Sucrets will be working on
"We looked at the new trends and decided new women's sports slippers, lace jogging pants
that women's apparel was starting to follow a and a new perfullle.

Statistics: The more the better fromPage9
broke a record, grabbing his
crotch 11 times in one at-bat
alone. The Huskies mighL not
be able to keep up with Brett,
but could set their sights high
for next season to make a run at
Brett's title.
GYWPNA: This innovative
statistic is one for the thousands
of people who get t he
opportunity to perform our
national anthem before the
ballgame. "Grabbing Yourself
While Performing the National
Anthem" is a stat that Roseanne
Barr
revolutionized.
Unfortunately, Nutz Field plays
a drab recording of the anthem,
so the locals might not get a
chance to see this humbling stai
in action.
CFWOR: "Children Fathered
While on Roadtrips." This one
will be tough to keep an official
record of. Steve Garvey will no
doubt be inducted into the Hall
of Shame for this one but Wade
Boggs made a great run at
Garvey's record in the late 80s

with Margo Adams.
MWSW/Career: This goes
past simply fathering a child.
The statistic applies to any male
aLhlete and is officially titled
"Most Women Slept With per
Career." Basketball legend Wilt
Chamberlain claims he slept
with over 10,000 women
throughout his career. That
averages out to sleeping with
one woman every day for 27.4
years. I'm going out on a limb,
and saying that this record will
never be broken. Note: We'd
hate to be considered sexist but
the "Most Men Slept With"
category is only in its embryonic
stage with the stat committee,
but we'll try to keep an
unofficial tab on the female
athletes also.
ACT/91: "Average Chews of
Tobacco per nine innings." The
Huskies have a chance at
leading the Northern Collie
Conference in this category. Big
leaguer Lenny Dykstra founded
this bit of trivial infonT_lation and

NOW LEASING •
, 'Ifie :finest InStuaent Jiau.sing ·
Featurin(:.
*Close In Locatio;,s
*Ample Parking - Garages
*Heat, Water and Cable T.V. Furnished
*Superb Amenities : Decks, Security, Large Bathrooms
*Appliances: Microwaves, Air Conditioners, Dishwashers
*Large Single Bedrooms, Large Double Bedrooms
*l, 2, 3, & 4 Bedroom Apartments

Jl.t 'Ifiese .Locations
UNJVERSJTY NORTH APTS.
.127 - ITH AVF.. SO.
METROVIEW APTS
302 & 310 8TH AVE. SO.
COLLEGE VIEW AP'I'S.
1450 - 5TH AVE. SO.

UNrvF.RSITY APTS.
SOIJTHVIEW APTS.
RIVERSIDE BLDG. APTS.

339 - 6TH AVF.. SO.
523 - 12TU STR. SO.
229 - 5TH AVE. SO.

* Note; not all locations have all amenities.

Oflu

t· ( 011\1111111th

I O(',ttt-d

.,, 229 - :ith h,·. So.

Riverside Real Estate Properties Inc.
251-8284 or 251-9418

is considered the leader in the
category. (The rules committee
notes that Skoal Bandits do not
apply to the ACT,91.)
PDL/R: This new stat will
reach astronomical proportions
in the NCC. Since the
emergence of Scott Erickson
and his Pulled Down black
Leggings, virtually every team
in the NCC followed in a trendy
fashion. This one is something
to watch. It could soon be an
NCAA uniform regulation.
YK/M: The final stat added to
the Chronic-Ill boxscore deals
with a player's quotes. The
"'You knows'/ minute average"
will be higher at the collegiate
level. When asked about the
new stat one Husky said: "Well
ya-know, I think that ya-know
it's kind of a good rule ya-know.
Our coac h ya-know really
emphasizes that we, ya-know
stick to the fundamentals yaknow. But I'in sure that we'll try
to lead the ya-know ... the NCC
in ya-know, this new stat also."

IF
you are
reading
this you
have a lot
of free
time on
your
hands.
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Mascot:

Tig.er Lilies planted in history fromPage9

studies director, and Oprah
Prominent student athletes female Husky mascot was
Jayne, Women's Center director, seemed unfazed by the humanely shot and would be
denied instigating the bones brouhaha. "I think the whole buried in a time capsule with a
demonstration that drew thing is laughable," said All- stack of women's athletic
hundreds of stray dogs to American volleyball and track department brochures and Mark
campus, but they agreed the star Giggles Dal..ovealecr. ·"All I Him campaign signs near the
name and mascot symbolized want to do is run, jump and kill entrance to Hafonbeck.
larger issues of insensitivity. m peace
"This will Serve as an
"Women athletes arc not violent
Wo~an's basketball standout everlasting symbol of the
or hairy, as the mascot implied," Crown Princess added, "I'm just passing of an era of thoughtless
noted Patrick. "Many of our glad the issue has been settled sexism," noted Wilma "Bill"
college athletes aren't husky out of court I preferred being _Sillybcrtha, affirmative action
either," added Jayne.
called the Queens anyway."
officer.
After President Ronald "Mac"
Spokesfunnel Cudson said the
Donald failed to take action in _ _:__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _---'
response to the protest
movement, saying he had nor
reviewed the paperwork, student
activists approached athletic
department heads. Men's
athletic director Nordic Curse
and women's director Ziggy
Gladiola met Huskies opponents
at the Java Joint for negotiations.
"We are very .happy to have
worked out a compromise," said
Curse and Gladiola in unison
through campus spokesfunnels
Angel Genteel and Deb Cudson.
After conferring with lameduck student president Mark
Him, the groups agreed that
from now on the SCS women's
sports teams would be known as
thC Tiger Lilies. "The new name
and flower mascot have a nice
feel to them," Him commented,
"because the name represents
cat-like power, and the mascot
symbolizes feminine beauty:"

-Q
+
Christ
Church

Newman

Center

CA.THOUC CAMPUS MINISTRY

396 First Ave. S. St. Cloud, Minn.
56301
Mass & Events 251-3261
Office 251-3260
Pastor's Residence 251-2712

"IS THE WORD ALIVEr'
Bible Study from 5-6 p.m. in
the Prayer Room

THE TAME WAY ...
"A society that domesticates
its rebels has gained its peace.
But it has lost its future."
Anthony deMello

Rent from someone else?

Call us for
summer and
fall vacancies!
*Classic 500
*Bridgeview West

*Bridgeview South
· *River Ridge

NOJ!f)

*Other locations available near campus.

Calf today!

: '
More than 150 apartments within walking distance of
SGS, many designs and locations available lo~ spring,
summer and fall of 1992. Check us out!

259-0063
Kinko Copies Building
211 S. Fifth Ave., Suite 3
St. Cloud

- Nothing else even comes close -

Hot Fun in the
Summertime!
Summer School at

scsu

•Choose from more than 600 courses
•Work ahead on your major field of study
•Catch up on your course work
•Select from morning, afternoon or evening courses
•Take Fridays off! Most classes meet Mondays through Thursdays.
• Enjoy St. Cloud's summertime:
Art fairs
Outdoor concerts
Wheels, Wings and Water Festival
Nearby camping, fishing and sailing
L

First Term: June 8 to July 10
Second Term: July 13 to August 14

ST. CLOUD STATE
UN'

IVERSITY

For a class schedule for St. Cloud
State University's Summer
Program contact:
Summer Session Director
Administrative Services Building 121
St. Cloud State University
720 Fourth Ave. S.
St. Cloud, Minn. 56301-4498
Phone: (612) 255-2114
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Blondes form equal rights and support group
by Bitsle Blghalr
and Ida Blownum
Blondes are people too!
"Blondes at SCS are not kneeling
down for everybody anymore," said

Chastity Furever, president of Blondes
Unighted, an equal rights and support
group for true blondes at SCS.
Blondes Unightcd formed this fall
because Buffy Rose, SCS seventh-year
senior and co-captain of the "After the
Game Support Team," realized blondes
were being exploited and made fun of on
and off campus.
"People would actually say things
about me and my hair right in front of
my face," Rose said. "I was really
devastated. I mean, totally."
Rose became vocal about the issue of
blondes' rights. She found a lot of
sympathizers among her sorority sisters
and the cheerleading team.
Blondes Unighted began as an
informal discussion and debate group.
Their first meeting was devoted to an
intense hairspray debate. "Oh mi god, it
was like too interesting!" Furever
squealed. "We started out with like, a
show and tell where every blonde
brought in her favorite hairspray."
The discussion began to get heated
then, Furever said. "Everyone was, like,
really defensive of their favorite brand.

ll

••we started out with like,
a show and tell where every
blonde brought in her
favorite hairspray.~~
- Chastity Furever,
Blondes Unighted president
But then we got into a really, like, in•
depth debate. It must have lasted, oh mi
god, like seven minutes."
Fortunately, the blondes came to a
consensus before things got too ugly,
Furever said. "Anyone with, like, even
half a brain knew we'd choose Aqua Net
as the winner - it holds into the wee
hours of the morning after. You know,
when you're just coming home and all
those brunettes are going to class."
The second meeting, a social at Rose's
favorite tanning salon was so
overwhelmingly successful they decided
to get Blondes Unighted approved by
University Organizations. "I mean, like,
if anyone deserves university money, it's
us. We can't pay for those daily trips to
the tanning salon by ourselves anymore.
Saul Morningmlsslestaedtlfoto idiot
And, you know,
Blondes Unlghted's first meeting was devoted to an Intense hairspray
See Blondes/Page15 debate, where president Chastity Furever shared her secret for big hair.
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Literary star falls from grace due
to controversial poem 'Oatmeal'
by Larry Krishna
A dark, sullen, lonely figure
lurks in the comer of Bravo
Burritos when I enter. He looks
tired, worried, like the the
weight of his ego has crushed
his spirit. He's a man in
transition, burying his past.
Women, that is loose Marxist
women, had wanted him. Men
had feared his sensitivity.
Children had not been allowed
near him. He was the
voice/heart/hope of this
campus. Things change. His
poems have changed, some
would say for the worse. But
for all that has changed, this
much remains the same- he's
a man, he's a poet, he is h.h.
schneebergenhour.
His words can be seen all
over this campus. Popular
political slogan "Make a vote
for yourselfl" was handily lifted
from his lengthy, narrative
poem known affectionately by
the enlightened as "Ducks and
things." And indeed, he has
made no greater impact than his
eloquent yet superficial human
relations anthem "Tears, they
dilute my beer."
Rarely has a man been so

insightful, so incisive, so
unbearably loving and not
joined BrotherPeace. But,
every great man must take his
lumps, and schneebergenhour is
no doubt quite lumpy now.
Upper Mississippi Harvest
refused to publish his latest
works. The Java Joint has
banned him from performing.
graffitos! will not even cover
him.

A man who was once on top
of the collegiate pseudointellectual ladder has fallen
from grace, and the source of
all his trouble seems to be a
poem he wrote entitled
"Oatmeal." For the first lime
anywhere, here's the offensive
literature:

Oatmeal
Lumpy, lumpy, oatmeal
bumpy, bumpy, ideals
snort the bumps, rape and steal
smash the TV, bash the seal
Lumpy, lumpy, oatmeal
Creamy, creamy, breakfast food
sort of puts me in the mood
capitalists are awfully good
minorities are sometimes rude
Oh, creamy, creamy, breakfast
food

Yummy, yummy, morning treat
UPI UP! stays the toilet seat
pornography cannot be beat
caucasian men are kind of neat
Yummy, yummy, morning treat
Yes, my oatmeal is good to eat!
-

h. h. schneebergenhour

"Sell out!" screamed the non•
ignorant people everywhere.
One woman was heard
mumbling, "I always knew that
... at heart he was a white man."
schneebergenhour responded
in poemt but only made matters
worse. This excerpt from his
poem "Dust and mud" seems to
be what must people object to.
'1lowers are like/ women/
water them and/ they grow/
urinate on them/ and/ they get
mad/ so mad/ they become
lesbos•

It was that poem which
fueled the protests. Responsible
citizens marched down Division
Screet holding signs which read
"Bum schneebergenhour,
Bum!", "Censor
schneebergenhour" and "Nice
name, buddy!'t They chanted
"'l,2.3.4,5,6,7.8,9,10,11,12, 13, l
4, 15, I 6, schneebergenhour is
See Poet/Page 15
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Fear Daddies reunion tour predicted
After spending this past year covering
alternative and progressive music for the
University Chronic-ill, I've come to the
conclusion there really is no need to
cover this style of music. Noone really
cares about progressive music anyway,

A music review
by Anne D. Villain-Tea

dancers and stand at the
front of the stage to yell
out lyrics and swill

beer, says the Fear
Daddies will be going
on the road to "find

except for some of the musicians'
parents. That's only because some
families are concerned for the mental

With controversy still swrounding the
Iapanese-based offer to buy the Seattle
Mariners baseball team. Kobrain is

well-being of their children.
To compensate for my misspent ways,
I'm changing my focus to covering only

multi-million selling corporate acts, as
this is the American way.
One guy who has yet to learn the
importance of the almighty corporate
dollar is Cwt Kobrain of the band Nerve
Van. This highly successful band seems
to disdain caporate dollars, still claiming
to be an "independent" band. Shame,
shame Curt!
Kobrain holds true to his hometown
roots and artistic integrity, t\l{o things the
guitarist must learn to forget if Nerve
Van is going to climb the charts like

more succe.wul corporate acts, such as
Gums-n-Noses.

jumping in the rhubarb by offering an
exceedingly large chunk of profits to
keep the team in town.
Claiming this is ''not a corporate, but
an independent offer" to buy the
Mariners, Kobrain says only three things
will change at the Kingdome if Nerve
Van buys the balklub. Kobrain says,
"F°lf'St. the between-innings music has got
to go. More Pearl Jab and Stonegarden.
Secondly, any player age 20 or older will
be released outright, and lastly, only one
brand of deodorant will be allowed in the

locker room." Kobrain is truly an
independent visionary.

Packin' itinat the end of the summer,

Minneapolis band the Fear Daddies have
some special plans for their legion of
fans, especially those who have recently

Kobrain is using the p:ofits from
Nezve Van's earlier Sludge Pop

jumped on the bandwagon. Guitarist

recordings to help protect a chunk of
community pride in Nerve Van's
extremely popular hometown of Seattle.

Martin Zealot, who really appreciates the
rowdy, dnmken crazies who beat up

_every house party
where our so-called
music is-being blasted.
We plan to get as
blasted as the tunes and
hog the keg until it's
time for us to go on
stage."
Concerning future
plans, Zealot says, "The
band is planning to
break up this summer,
so we expect great
turnouts at every show. This may make
us more successful than ever before, so
we may stay in the break-up mode for
many years to come." After the Fear
Daddies actually break up, the band is
going to Ille some time off to go fishing,
and then regroup for a reunion tour.
"Hey, it worked for the Stones, right?
They found corporate sponsors for their
highly successful recent tours," Zealot
adds.

Finally, I saw a new product on the
market which will really drive live

musicians crazy. It's an "air guitar" - an
easily-concealed stream or compressed
air which can be played, sounding like an
actual electric guitar. There are no frets
or tuning pegs on the air guitar, so the
instrument is virtually maintenance-free.
Instead of appearing to mimic a fan's
favorite guitar hero, real head-banging
rockers will be able to match a live.
guitarist note-for-note. Just think of the
audience participation possible with this
innovative device. Tum it up to 11, and
have a gnarly summer, dudes. Keep on
rockin'!
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If you 1RE SEXUAlly Ac1ivE,
bE RESpoNsiblE.
I
Family Planning Center
• PREGNANcy TESJiNG
• PltysiCAl {XAMiNATiONS
•WOMENS

kEAhk

SERViCE

•CoNTRACEpliVE EdUCATiON

26 112 7th Ave. N.
St..Clood

252-9504

LOW SUMMER
RATES
Less than $100/person/month
Air conditioning, free cable,
1/2 block from SCS
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Blondes: from Page 13
when we look good, the whole
university looks good."

Rose, who is the ex-piesidellt
and founding member of

Blondes Unighted, is not quite
sure where all this hatred for
blondes started and why, but
she said she has a good idea
about the origin.
"I am tota1ly sure that it all
started with those blonde
jokes," Rose whined. "I think
they're really, I don't know,
dumb."

A complaint Furever has
about society's negative
reaction to blondes is that, at
SCS in particular, the majority
of the blondes are really not
blond.
'This issue really perplexes
me," Furever said. "I think it is
actually those bottle blondes
that are not getting those stupid
jokes."
The issue of bott1e blondes
brings back a distressing
memory to Furever. Rose was
excommunicated from the
group when Rose's hairdresser
revealed her shameful secret
"Oh mi god, I felt so cheated.
I thought Buffy was like, you
knbw, a true friend. Turns out,
she's not even a true blonde.
She lied to me all these years,"
Furever said. Furever muttered
to herself in amazement, "She
hid her roots so well."
Rose is allowed to remain
active in the group as an

honorary member.Her major

Poet:

function is detecting other
bottle blonds and discouraging
them from getting involved
with the group. Her hairdresser,
who asked tbat his identity be
kept anonymous, has become
the group's vital infonnant
about bottle blondes.
The members of Blondes
Unighted believe there are a. lot
of important issues that blondes
need to address. The group has
organized special meetings on
Monday nights where
distressing issues pertaining to
the lives of true blondes can be
discussed.
"Our ex-president decided
Mondays were the best days to
meet so that everything that
happened over the weekend,
you know, like at the bars and
stuff, was still fresh in our
heads," Furever said. The
meetings, which blondes
casually refer to as "BIMBO"
sessions (Blondes In Major Bad
Ordeals), have become a well
from which members draw
much-needed support.
When the University
Chronic-ill reporter pointed out
to Furever that one of the words
in the organizations' name was
misspelled, she was
momentarily confused. She
gazed down at her T-shirt with
"Blondes Unighted" printed
boldy across the front for a few
minutes. "Like, which word?"
she finally asked.

really mean!" I caught up with him in Bravo
Burritos to discuss just what the hell happened.
LK: You must admit, from someone who
gave us "Guilt Harvest" your latest poems
seemed quite a change. Why?
HHS: I tired of all the extra baggage, you
know, it was like I was this big star, you know, if
I didn't do something to sort of dim the star, I
was gonna become like a big supernova and
who wants that? Right? No one does. And, I
found Gcxl.
LK: Really? Where?
HHS: He was always there, you know.just
waiting for a chance to grab me by the throat
and strangle me into loving again ... like insects
love, like birds.
LK: How do you mean?
HHS: It's like, how do dogs love? They sniff
0th.er dogs' butts before they settle on a mate,
right?
LK: So?
HHS: Well, I too have got to sniff a few
butts. I mean, before I can love someone again,
it is absolutely imperative I sniff their butt!
LK: How does this pertain ..
HHS: Of course I don't literally sniff their
butts, it's purely symbolical.
LK: You sniff butt symbolically?

from Page 13

HHS: We all do.

LK: Representing?
HHS: Representing people's iit'>ecurities
about their own smell. Everyone who has been
oppressed feels self-conscious about their
personal smell. Only through· smelling them, can
we tell them that their smell is a good smell, a
loving smell.
LK: Do you reject now, your earlier works,
such as ''The racist referee wears only white
pants"?
HHS: No not at all. That's entirely valid,
even today, insofar as it's a concept. But when
you dig deeper, you'll see that the college

basketball referee wears black pants and the"
baseball umpires wear blue pants. So what you
get is all kinds of referees wearing all kinds of
pants, which is really the way it should be.
LK: You were considered, and lQuote "the
poet-laurette of SCS." Now you have been
shunned by those who once worshipped you.
How does this make you feel?
HHS: They loved my old poems, right, and
there's a little piece ofme in every poem I write.
So, when they love my poems, they love a piece
of me too.
LK: And if they hate your poems?
HHS: You can't hate a poem. It's too
subjective. They don't hate any of my poems,
they just don't understand them. So if they don't
understand a piece of me, that's too bad, but,
hey, it's only one piece.
LK: And the protesters ...
HHS: Are only protesting a piece of me. And
what's more, they don't even know which piece.
LK: Are you working on anything now?
HHS: I've just finished a new lx>ok of poems
and short stories called "Gimme a Beat!" which
is yet another departure.
LK: How so?
HHS: Everything in it is about dancing. You
see dancing, like sex, like eating, like war,
involves a human interacting with another being,
another entity. And so really, there is nothing
like dancing in ~iety and at the same time,
there is nothing unlike dancing. We all dance,
yet none of us dance.
LK: Through dancing we learn about life?
HHS: No. Only through reading poetry about
dancing can one learn about life. Think about it.
When you're out on the floor, grooving, shaking
your butt, you're not thinking at all, you're just
looking silly. But when you read "Watusi Lucy"
you'll see what I mean.
LK: When can we get this lx>ok?
HHS: You will get it next fall, student
activity fees pay for it.
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WHERE THE sroNE AGE
MEEIS THE ROCK AGE.

Apartments
259-9673
SPECIAL
PRE-RENT NOW FOR FALL AND GET
$25 OFF FIRST MONTHS RENT!
WE MAKE YOUR LIVING DECISIONS EASY AND FAST
FOR THE BF.ST THAT THE CAMPUS AREA HAS TO OFFER
"CHECK-OUT" THF.SE HIGHPOINTS!
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THAWING THIS SUMMER AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU
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INrERCOMSYSTEMS

~ECURITY STAFFON SITE
FREEBASJCCABLE

YOU'VE ALREADY LOOKED AT THE
REST NOW CHECK OUT THE BEST!
LET US BE YOUR NEXT APARTMENT!
IT WON'T BE LONG UNTIL SPRING
LET'S BE PREPARED AND READY TO
MOVE!
WHY MOVE IT?· STORE IT FOR FREE

If you sign your lease for fall, you can &eave your furniture
and belongings right in your apartment! It wiU all be there
when you move back in the fall! Yes free storage for the
summer if you sign up now! You can't pass up this deal! No
one will have to move you in the spring or again next fall!
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Prohibition: Meyer caught with goods after ordinance passage from Page 1
memorabilia, since this is the era
from which the it gets its reasoning.
The council doesn't feel this
decision will affect enrollment at
SCSYOU. "We plan to keep students
entertained by sponsoring weekly

twister tournaments," one council-

member said.
All of the cities liquor supply has
been confiscated and rumors have it
the entire cache was taken to Council
President Larry Meyer's home.

In the week since the ordinance
was passed; the only disturbances
from house parties in St. Clod have
come from Meyer's neighbors. "It's
odd," said Alma Putbrese, Meyer's
neighbor. "I've never heard anything
fun coming from that house before. I
wonder why it would start now?"
The noise factor even has students
and former students angry with
Meyer and the city cou'ncil. "What
gives him the right to throw a huge
pany when I got written up twice for
noise - and J rent from him," David
N. Teston. "The city council is
driving students away with this kind
of stuff."
It has been suggested that an
underground chain of liquor sales has
already surfaced in the city, with
Meyer acting as the head of the
illegal booze ring. This is something
he vehemeotly denies. "I tried beer
once in college, but never
swallowed," Meyer said in an effort
to preserve a Bill Clinton-like image.

"I would have no reason 10 hoard the
city's liquor supply. J don't even like
the stuff."
However, Chronic-ill photographers recently saw Meyer
escaping with what appeared to be a
large keg-like object and something
that appeared to be a tap. "Get that
thing ouua my face, you little ... "
Meyer was reported as saying on the

scene.
Although the whereabouts of the
city's liquor supply is yet
undetermined , some former bar
owners in St. Clod are fully
supporting the council's decision.
"I'm just looking forward to the
Twister contests," said Pearly Gates,
former owner of the Flying Carpet
Night Club. "At least now the cops
won't be on me for breaking the
occupancy limit."
For others, though, the council's
decision is difficult 10 take. "It's more
important to see a socially
responsible city than for my family to
have something to eat every night,"
sa id another former bar owner
through his sobs.
Despite l!)ixed reactions from bar'
owners, city preservationists are
applauding this ordinance as the first
step in the right direct.ion. "Now the
only remaining challenge is 10 insure
students will not be allowed to show
any skin in public," said Warren
Janice, president of the Take Our City
into the Dark Ages Association.

'Ifie r.Briaa[ Out[et
50% Off Retail

SUMMER ROOMS
$55,$65,$75,$100,$110

LlquJd Shan•O'assistant foto idiot

Council president Larry Meyer gets nabbed hauling a keg out of his cooler.

Aviation Majors
Still waiting for
your career to
"take off?"

An Aircraft Dispatcher ~
license may be the answer!
©

Call Aviation Training Inc.

WINTER ROOMS

1-800-328-9755

$125, $135, $145,
$155,$165,$175, $185

At the Minneapolis/St. Paul International Airport

Classes begin May 11, July 6, Sept. 8
and Nov. 2, 1992
Placement service -- FAA, INS and VA approved.
NOW--An approved Drake Computer Test Center

Call today!
Don't waste any more time
getting your career off the
ground!
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STUDENTS
The LSF
house
welcomes
you!

Bathroom:
line for two hours to pay a fee
statement, well I think it's time
to send a message."

But that's part of the problem.
Haggard said she regularly fmds
notes with such obscene
397 Third Ave. S.
St. Ck>ud

Quiet, home-like

atmosphere.

utilities included except telephone
*** AllFree
cable TV, free pool table!
Summer rates
One block from campus
** On-site
laundry
,.. $100/month
Weight room
w/ free parking
* Off-street parking

CALL 255-1810

messages as "Willing to trade

some hot PR for a night of
influence over the search
committee for the dean of
education."

" More funding deals go
through here than through the

legislature," she said. "Sure it's
a social place for some folks,
but why should I have 10 pick up

their soiled 1400 [financial

Kuefler

request] forms all lhe time?"
Sieman is stepping in to solve

,.o,u n i,w,AflM! NI
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" I thought the illicit activity
might decrease when we
increased traffic two years ago
by allowing students to entu the

Administrative
Services
Building, but things just seem to
have gotJen more clandestine,"

- - - - - - - - -~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - < he said. "Now we're considering

PARK SOUTH APARTMENTS
----

--

1311
Sixth
Ave. S.
-- - - - -

--

hiring some extra student
workers to follow adminisb'ators
i nto the bathrooms and pee}(
over the stall doors."

(Editor's note: The second
part in this series will focus on
the worst wo rk-study jobs
assigned to students and will be
published next week.)

$5.99 Anytime!
..._
. -. ~

/MRS triathlon,
challange to all
SCSU couch potatoes
E ntries Due: Wednesday, May 13.
Day or Event: Saturday, May 16.
The race will begin at 8:30 a. m.
following a 8 a.m . pre-race meeting
at Halenbeck Fieldhouse.
Awards: All participants wil l
receive t-shirts. Trophies will be
awarded to the fust, second and third
place finishers in the men's, women's
and team divisions.

A

The triathlon is sponsored in conjunction
with the St. Cloud Vindland Project. All
after-expense income will benefit the
project. The Vinland Project provides
beneficia1 programs to children with
disabilities through community
integration and lifetime leisure and
recreation skills. The project serves
individuals between the ages of three and
21.

E ntry Fee:
Student: $6/$8 late fee.
Faculty/Staff/Community: $8/$10 late fee.
Distances: The event consists of a 500yard swim, a 15-mile bike ride and a 3.1 mile run. Fonn a team or compete
individually.
Q uestions: 255-3325.

·· ., .

12-Inch

.

One-Item Pizza
15-Inch

---

~'

}$;99

One-Item Pizza
Domino's understands college students. That's why we
announce this remarkable special. Call us now for a delicious
one-item pizza for only $5.99! Expires May 24, 1992.

II
·

NOBODY
KNOWS

. LIKE

: · .DOMINO'S

How You Like Pizza At Home.

Call Us! 259-1900
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(l) Try to bring a clasyfyed over the phone and we will hunt you down and shoot you.

$ Clasyfyeds price: One letter a line, $100 a line. Ten-word minimum.
Notices are free and run only if we agree with it.
Deadlines: Tuesday noon for Friday editions; Friday noon for Tuesday editions. Disobey this and DIE!
• Clasyfyeds ads can be purchased by visiting Room ?? Stewed wart Halt. Forms are usually missing.
181 AH clasyfyed ads must be prepaid unless an established sex bartering is already in place.
,r Contad Tami Gewiechewy at 255-3751 anytime Monday through Friday for more information.
•

«
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Utilities pald.W/0 In apt.253-1054'
$99/mo.

FEMALE summer housing 815 5th
Ave. $100 251-4070 after 3:30 pm.

electricity, AC,
Nancy 255-9497.

microwave.

Preferred Property Services, Inc.
259-0063.

close to SCS, heat+cable paid.
A/C, dishwasher. Excel Prop. 2516005.

STUDENT Rentals. 1, 2, 3, or 4
bedrooms available. Summer and
fall rental. Cati Now! Apartments
Plus 255-9524'.

SUMMER + Falt private rooms In
apartments and houses, heat paid,
close to SCSU. 251-6005.

SUMMER, female, 4 bedroom
house, free private pari<.ing spot.
Utllltles paid, W/D in apt. 2531054', $99/mo.

SUMMER roommate needed .
Private room, AC, parking, secure.
$65. 654-8525.

WALNUT Knoll Apts under new
management. summer $95 Fall
$189-$225, 259-4841 .

SOUTHVIEW Apts., 2 bedroom
units for four. Reasonable, alrconditioned, cable, heat paid, one
block from hockey arena. Double
up and save, Riverskie Properties
251-8284, 251-9418.

UNIVERSITY North, new, two,
three, and four bedroom apts.,
close to campus, private locking
rooms, dishwasher, decks,
microwaves, cable, air condi•
tloned, heat paid, Riverside
Properties, 251-8264, 251-9418.

ONE bedroom apt., heat paid, airconditioned, microwave, security,
near SCSU, downtown, Riverside
Properties, 251-8284, 251-9418.

Housing

STATESIDE. Four bedroom apts.,

HALENBECK Apts .
Private
rooms, 2 baths, best prices on 5th
Ave. 259-0977.

BRIDGEPORT: Close to campus.
Single rooms. Clean, quiel,
microwave, laundry, parking. Heat
and basic cable paid. Renting for
summer and fall. Results Property
Management 253-0910.

I, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms renting for
summer and fall. Call Apartment
Finders, 259-4051.

SUBLEASERS needed for spring
quarter at The Townhomes. $219.
Free pari<.lng 252-2633.

UNIVERSITY West II. Ideal loca•
tion. Efficiency and 4 bedroom
units close to SCSU. Garages,
parking, security. Heat and basic
cable paid. Results Property
Mgmt. 253-0910.
METROVIEW, private rooms,
security, one, two, three bectoom
apts., decks, cable, heat paid,
near campus, airconditioned,
Riverside Properties 251 ·8284,
251-9418.
SOUTH Side Park apts. $219 fall.
Two full baths, garages $25. 819
13th St So. 259-4841.
TWO bedroom apartments • summer $260/mo. also houses with
single and double rooms for rent.
Riverside Prop. 251-8284.
BUDGET student housing.
Private rooms for women.
Starting at $135 per month.
Apartment Finders 259-4051.
EFFICIENCY apts. air-conditioned, utilities paid, $130 summer
$250 fall, 259-4841.
OLYMPIC II: Private rooms near
Ice arena. Two baths, dshwasher,
basic cable, heat paid. Garages,
parking, carports.
Renting.
Renting summer SKf fall. Results
Property 253-091 O.
ECLIPSE Industries Inc., $189·
250, Elf. 1 and 4' bedrooms .
Many locations. 259-4841 .
PRIVATE rooms in 4/bdm apartments close to campus for summer & fall. Includes heat, dishwasher, microwave, AJC, miniblinds, laundry. Yearly rates available. Carrf>US Oua-ters at 575 •
7th Street Sou1h 252·9226.
THREE bedroom apts. for fall ask
for Allan 251-1010 253-3488.
FALL 7, 8 & 11 br houses. 1,2,3 &
4' br apt. houses, good locations.
Dan 255-9163.
SUMMER, female, 4' bedroom
house. Free private parking spqt.

UNIVERSITY Place four bedroom
apts. Heat-cable paid, dishwash•
er, microwave, A/C. Close In.
Excel 251·6005.
WINDSOR West: 4' bedroom,
some bl•level units. Heat, water,
basic cable paid. Quiet. Results
Property Mgmt. 253.0910.
CAMPUS East: Private rooms.
Two full baths. Storage, dish•
washers, basic cable and heat
paid. Free parking. Garages
available. Renting summer and
fall. Results Property 253-0910.
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LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCA·
TIONI Private rooms In apartments. Heat and cable paid, dish·
washer, microwave, AC, on 5th,
6th, and 7th Avenues. Excel Prop.
251-6005.
WINTER quarter, MIF singles.
$130·$180. 1 BR apt. for male
$265. Convenient locations. Dan
255·9163.

FEMALE, one single, one double,
in remodeled, furnished four bed·
room home. Corrf>uter (MAC) sta•
tlon , free parking, two blocks to
campus. Call Rand afler six 255·
9739.
ONE and four bedroom apts.
Central air, private rooms, blinds,
micro., large bath, basic cable,
parking, garages, convienlent.
253-1320 or 253-1838.

THREE of four non•smokers to
share two Of three bedroom apartment In house. 253-5340.
4-SINGLE rooms for male stu•
dents. Utilities paid, 4 blocks to
campus. 9-mo. lease . Sept.
$165 mo. summer rates $85/mo.
Call Dave 251 ·5246.
YOUR search Is overt 4 bedrom
apts. with dishwasher, 2 bathrooms, locked rooms. Includes all
utilities, heat, electricity. $215
253-1439.
$1~209 4' bedroom newer security apts., OW, NC, 3, 6, 9, 12 mo.

leases, dean, quiet. 251-0525.

CAMPUS Apts. Four bedroom
UNIVERSITY Apts: Two bedroom apts. Heat-cable paid, garages,
units for four, reasonable rates, AIC, dishwasher. Excel Property
cable and heat paid, near campus, - Mgmt. 251-6005.
we also rent rooms as singles,
Riverside Properties, 251-9418, LARGE single room wl private
bathroom and NC for the older
251--8284.
student. Utilities includes. 706 •
FEMALE housing: 1311-6th Ave. 6th Ave. So. 252·9226.
S. Park South Apartments. 2
bdrm (double occupancy) for sum- BRIDGEVIEW South· Just a walk
mer and fall quarters. Secure, across the street to Halenbeck
clean, complete units call for view- Hall. Attractive and well kept
ing.
Tom 253·1898
Kathy building offering free basic cable,
253-9381.
ample parking, microwaves, 0/W,
and plenty more! Call Usll
WOMEN: Tired of the noise and Preferred Property Services, Inc.
conditions? We have well kept, 259·0063.
private rooms with a high priority
on security tight across from Hill· STATEVIEW: One block from
Case. Call for details. Bob 251 · campus. Single rooms. laundry.._
8211 days, 253-8027 evenings.
pwklng, basic cable and heat paid.
Renting summer and next fall.
TWO b&aoom apts. for four peo- Results Property Management
ple. Summer and Fall. Ask for 253·0910.
Allan 251·101 Oor 253·3488.
URGE 4 bedroom apts. Quiet 4FEMALE: stngle rooms, summer plex. Includes heat, electricity,
and fall. Quiel, utilities paid. 253· garbage,
water,
cable.
0451.
Dishwasher, 2 bathrooms. A deal
at $215. Call 253-1439.
SUMMER. Houses
apartment
houses. 15 COflvenient south-side LOOKING for Inexpensive quality
locations. stngles $85·$100, elf. apartments? For $215 we have 4'
1,2,3 & 4' br apts. You name h , bedrooms wtth dlshwsher, 2 bath•
we have h . Dan 255-9163.
roan, breakfast bar. Heat, electricity, garbage, water, cable
NORTH Campus: 1,3,4' bedroom
Included. Call 253-1439.
units with decks, dishwashers, 1
112 baths, laundry, securtty. Heat UNIVERSITY West Apts. 724·
paid. Close to C81Tf>US. Garages, 7th. Four bedroom units . AJC,
parking. Results Property Mgmt garages, heat-cable paid. Excel
253-0910.
251-6005.
HOUSE available for summer!
Great location- to downntown and
lake George. Call on the detallsf!
Preferred Property Services, Inc.
259-0063.

FEMALE, one single, one double
In remodeled, furnished four bed·
room home. Co"l)lJter (MAC) station, free parking, two blocks to
campus. Cati Rand after six 255·
9739.

COLLEGEVIEW Apartments.
Private rooms near foe arena .
Renting summer-discounts, fall
starting $209, dishwashers, cable,
heat paid, Riverside 251 ·8284'
251-9418.
NON-SMOKER 10 share 2 br apt.
with male. $192.50 mo. 2528305.
$100·$115. Summer 112 block
from campus, newer apts, A.C.
251 -0525.
LARGE 1 bedroom apartment.
Su mmer only. $250, includes

SUMMER. Female. Bedroom In 3
bedroom.
AC, dishwasher,
microwave, parking, clean, quiet,
secure. Call 656-0481.
4 BDRM newer apts, campus
close, early bird discounts 251·
0525.

EFFICIENCY, 1, 2, & 3 bedroom
apartments in houses 259-9434.
FEMALE 4 single rooms. Fall,
summer, dean, quiet house. 251 •
2116.
FEMALE subleaser; Townhomes
$1SO·B.O. 259-4717.
2 BDRM Apts. 4 persons, large,
clean, quiet, close to campus.
Heat paid. Economical living 2531320 or 253-1838.
SUMMER • Fall Close! Efficiency,
1,2,4 bedroom apts • affordable,
A/C, microwave, dishwasher, tan•
nlng. Carr-.,us Management 2511814.
SUMMER rates. 1 br $210 dollars
per month. 2 br al $230/mo. Apt.
Finders 259·4051.
RIVERRIDGE Apartments for
summer & fall• free lot parking,
with tuckunder available. Low
rents include D/W, microwaves,
NC, breakfast bar, mini blinds,
laundry facilities and free basic
cable. Call today! Preferred
Property Services, Inc. 259-0063.
SUMMER rates starting at $80
donars per month for private room.
Apt. Finders 259-4051 .
SUPER summer housing deals .
Cheap rent, low deposit, whole
apartments or private room, air•
conditioning, free cable tv, excellent location 259-0977.
SUMMER. Female. Bedroom in 3
bedroom.
AC, dishwasher,
microwave, parking, clean, quiet,
secure. Catt 656·0481.
HUGE apartments• competitive
rents- unique floor plan- beautiful
bulldfngs• gas grill and free lot
parking- all at Bridgeview Westll

SUMMER
housing
$99/person/month. All amenities.
Great locations. Campus Place
Apts. 253-3688.
HOUSE, NC, new fumirure, near
campus , ceiling fans , 4' rooms
ava~able for summer $99 each or
doule for $69 255-9739.
CAMPUS Place Apts .:
fall
$209/$225/mo. Private bedroom
in 4 bedroom. AC, dishwasher,
micro, blinds. Several great loca•
tlons close to school. 253·3688.
FEMALES to share h.rl apt. Close
downtown, SCSU. Utilities paid.
summer rates. Cal 251-4605.
1 Bedroom apt., heat paid, laun•
dry, micro, locked bldg, parking,
avail. Sept. 1. 251-6005 Of 2551001.

DISCOUNT summer rent. Going
fastl 4' bedroom apartments, 2
bathrooms, dishwasher, cable
Included. $110.
Make an
appointment now. 253-1439.
STUDY ANYONE? The LSF
House offers: quiet home like
atmosphere. Aft utllitles Included
except telephone. Free calbe tv,
pool table. Summer $100 Fall
$150+- 255·1810.
COLl.EGIATE View, 1330 & 1340
5th Ave. So. Free parking. 2 four•
plex buildings. 1 block south of
Ntnl. Hockey Ctr. All 2 bedroom
apts. with double bathroom sink &
2 closets In each bedroom. On
site laundry. 1,000 ft. plus Terrific
Year End Speclalsl Rate options:
Fall: 2 people only $225.00 each
3 people only $160.00 each
4 people only $125.00 each
Summer: $235 .00 per unit.
3 people only $78.33 each
4 people only $58. 75 each.
Call now to reserve your apartment 252-~000 or 252-9759.
FEMALE: 2 and 3 bectoom apart•
ments for fall. Private rooms, ut~itles paid, laundry, parking. 253·
0451.
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APTS, female, summer/fall 2536606.
FOR RENT summer and fall or 12
month lease: house (4-6 tenants),
apts. 1, 2, or 3 bedroom. Can
255-0850 or 259-9096.
CLASSIC on 12th awaits you!
Beautiful large yard available for
that perfect tan- gas grill for all
those get togethers- air conditioned apartmetns for those hotsummer nights1 Other amenities
include free basic cable,
microwaves, D/W, Mini-blinds and
heat paid.
Call Us Todayl
Preed Property Services, Inc.
259-0063.
COOL POOL and a hot tennis
court. 1 bedroom starting at $235,
2 br $290/month. Apt. Finders
259-4051.
MALE single rooms $120 summer,
$195fall,utilitlespaid. 251-8895.
STUDENT housing, heated swimming pool, sanct volleyball court,
free sweatshirts. University
Village Townmhomes, 252-2633.
FALL: male: shared bedroom In
2 bedroom, 2 bath apt. for 4 people. $179 each/inonth. Close to
school. 253-3688.
MUST SEEi Spacious 2 bedroom
apt. In quiet 4-plex near SCSU.
Ideal for 3 or 4 Individuals. Many
Extras. 253-8773 Avail. June
1st.
NICE, newer apartments with
openings for summer. Central air,
most utilities paid. 259-9673
$99/month.
MALE 3 slngle rooms. Fall, dean,
quiet house. 251-2116.
ELECTRICITY paid! Large 2 bedroom apts. perfect for 4 people.
$155. Lots of storage space, heat,
water, garbage, cable Included.
- ·Reserve for fallt 253-1439.
PRIVATE room in newer apt. 1/2
block SCSU. Looking by yourself?
Call us...We'II match you up summer or Sept. 1. Best value on 5th
Ave. 259-0977.

ROOM avaH. In fi.mlshed, remodeled house. Fall. A/C, MAC oomputer, free parking, very close to
Can'l)US. Call Dan 255-9739.
LOWER level, 3 bedroom apartment house. Off street parking.
Big back yard. Pets wtth approval.
Available summer and fall. 2530745.
FEMALE summer only, private
b8<J'oom In 3 bdrm. apt. $1 00 ind.
util. Quiet. Nancy 255-9497.
SUMMER two bedroom apartment
on 5th Ave. A/C, one female nonsmoker. $100.00 summer. Allen
251-1010.
IMMEDIATE opening one bdrm
apt. References required. No
pets $300 plus utilities. Free laundry and parking. A very nice apt.
251-4070 after 3:30 pm.
$100- $175 for Fall rent.
Experience living In a Christian
setting, at the United Ministries In
Higher Education House. All utilities paid plus parking, basic cable,
and microwave. Stop by today
(391 4th Avenue South) or call
252-9701.
FEMALE roommate needed fall
private room seaxe, parking, $175
656-0481.
WANTED: Male roommate. Nonsmoker. 1 year lease beginning
June 1. Large House near Lake
George. $140/mo. + utilities. 255.
5587.

Attention , :
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THANK.YOU. Health Services
/Shapes would like to thank all of
the Pee( Educators of Campus
Drug,
CAASA,
Stress
Management
and
Health
Promotion for their declcation and
commitment. They provided over
4000 hours of assessment, promotlon and education serv1ces to
SCSU students during the 1991·
92 academic year.
WW Holes Hall In-Line Skate-AThon for Catholic Charity's "Day
Treatment Program•. Sunday,
May 17, 11am • 3pm around Lake
George. Bring $1 for donation.
Rentals available for $3. Be therel
STORAGE May 15 • Sept. 15
259-0977.
PRESCHOOLER playmates wanted! Small licensed daycare N.
side. Call Kim 259-1633.
BEST deal on laser produced
resumes/papers. Receive rebate.
253-4573.
PARKING: 2 blocks from Atwood
253-5452, evenings.
TYPING • Need fast, last minute
word processing? Call Brenda,
393-2633.
1-STALL garage for rent for storage, $20/mo. 4 blks to SCSU.
Call 251-5246.
LADIES. Quality exotic male
dancers & entertainers for private
parties, Strlp-o-grams or for any
occasion. can Northern Exposure
(612) 649-6976.
GRAD student will ecit, proofread
and tutor any writing assignment.
Call Chris 654-1720 flexible rates.
TYPING. Word processing, letter
quaflty. Draft and final copy. Fast
service, reasonable rates. Term
papers, theses, resumes, cover
letters, etc... Call Alice 259-1 040
or 251-7001.
FREE Couches: Call Kelli 2599594.

SECRET LO.ANSI
We lend
money by mail • $300 to $5000 In
absolute privacy. Borrow for any
good reason .. No co-signers. No
mortgages. Write for details and
appllcatlon • no obllgatlon.
Financial Services, Dept. L, Box
237, Verbena, Alabama ~360910237. Enclose envelope!

TYPING: Resumes and papers
done on letter quality printer. Call
Bridget 259·6356, leave message.
NEED
Female
Christian
Roommate June 1. Non-smoker,
furnished apartment. Rent $
Negotiab{e. CAil Ann 259-7754.
COMPUTERIZED secretarial service, pick up/delivery. Typing of
term papers, theses, resumes.
Nancy Fenton 263-3291 .

For Sale [Dr'
MARYKAY closeout. 30% off.
Nancy 656-9482.
COUCH forsale $10 259-4672.
18" Nisiki Manitoba Mt. Bike wt
rack. $225/b.o. Matt 255-0441.
FOR sale. Dorm size fridge $50
654•6597 Heather.
1981 Buick Skylark $750/ B.O.
Call Krys 255-3435.
ENVIRONMENTALLY safe ·
Shaklee products available at
1412 St. Germain 251-9431.
CHEAP!
FBI/U.S.
Seized.
89 Mercedes
........ $200.
86VW..................................... $50.
87 Mercedes ................... $100.
65 Mustang.............. . .. $50.
Choose from thousands starting
$25. FREE 24 hour recordin'g
reveals detalls 801-379 -2929
Copyright #MN12KJC.
SONY stereo system. Great
shape. $375. Call Mike 2527839.
BLINDS for sale· Call: 259-9594.
1979 Cutlass Supreme. Good
condition. Dependable. $1100
b/o. Call Jon 656-0143.

Employment $
PART•TIME warehouse WOl"k Mon.
• Fri. approx. 30 hours week,
evenings. Apply in person at Spee
Dee Delivery Service, Inc.
*EXTRA INCOME •92•• Earn
$200-$500 weekly malling travel
brochures. For information send a
stamped addressed envelope to:
Travel INC., P.O Box 2530, Miami,
FL33161.

ATTENTION EntreprenelKs. Earn
extra Income part-time or full-time
whlle you help fight violent aimes
through arming students with the
ECHO (Emergency Call Help OU1).
CuITenUy seeking local independent distributors. The time Is now,
call today for more info.
Ross, 612-333-4774.

WATERFRONT STAFF. Our can'l)
needs lifeguards and a llfeguard
supervisor for the summer. Need
current lifeguard certification and
CPR. Supervisor must be 21
years old. To apply, call or write
Human Resources at the Greater
Minneapolis Glrl Scout Council,
5601 Brooklyn Blvd., Minneapo6s,
MN 55429. (612) 535-4602.
AA/EOE

ANANCIAL Aid available immedatelyl Special grants program.
Every student eligible. No one
turned down. Sln-.,le application.
Send name, address and $1 P&H
fee (refundable) to : Student
Services, P.O. Box 22-4026,
Hollywood, FL 33022.

*EXTRA INCOME •92•• Earn
$200-$500 weekly mailtng travel
brochures. For Information send a
stamped addressed envelope to:
Travel INC., P.O. Box 2530, Miarri,
FL 33161.

PREGNANT? Free pregnancy
testing with immediate results at
the St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center. Cal 612-253-1962 24 hrs.
a day. 400 East St. Germain St.,
Suite 205, St. Cloud.

NANNIES NEEDED. Welt known
agency has the perfect job for you
in Connecticut. Loving families,
top salaries, room and board, airfare paid. CARE FOR KIDS, Dept
St. C, PO Box 27, Rowayton, Ct
06853m (203) 852-8111.

Thomas

PROFESSIONAL Resumes and
cover letters. Gottwalt Consulting
(612) 259-6098. English B.S.

PART•TIME cashier position. Call
253-2249 evenings.

HEADING FOR EUROPE this
summer? Jet there anytime for
$169 from the East Coast, $229
from the Midwest (when available).
(Reported in Let's Go! & NY
Times.) AIRHITCH r 212-8642000.

EARN money for tuition. Work for
Kellyl We have immediate openings for a variety of Interesting
assignments right in your community.
*Earn
good
pay
*Gain valuable experience
*Enjoy a flexible schedule
*Work at leading companies

CASHIER evenings and weekends through the summer. 15-20
hours a week. Outer Limits
Crossroads.

CONNIE- Thanks for al1 the great
times this year. You've made this
school year the best. Remember,
I wl11 always love you.
Congratulations Graduate. Gar1

DAYCARE wanted for two children
ages 4 and 6. Full-time 9-4:1 Spm
M•F. Pay Is negotiable, must have
car, be good with children, and be
neat and tidy!! If Interested call
Kari 656-7025.

TO My Brothers at Theta Chi- You
are not only the family I have
wanted but the family I have
needed. I love ya aHI Have a safe
summer & hope to see all of you
next year. YOU' Brother Mayday.

CAMP for boys (June through
July) on Pelican Lake, north of
Brainard. Need program director,
counselors, waterfront, archery,
music and kitchen help. (612)
731-1166.

TO The Wofflen of Chi Sigma
Rho- Have a wonderful summer &
Good-luck on finals! You are all
like sisters to me. If for any reason you need anything Just call
Mayday! Love Ya A.Ill

"THINKING of taking some time
off from school? We need MOTHER'S HELPERS/NANNIES. We
have prescreened farrilies to suit
you. Live In exciting New York
City suburbs. We are established
since 1984 and have a strong support network. 1-800-222-XTRA•

JESUS and Satan are pretend.
The Christian god is all-powerful,
all•knowing, all-good and an infinite torturer. Infinite torture is Infinite evil, Infinite imlTIOl"ality, Infinite
cruelty for its own sake. The
attributes of the Christian god are
mutually exduslve. Therefore It Is
known with certainty that there Is
no christlan god. The infinite tor·
ture of even one human being,
besides billions would be an infinite crime against humanity.
Infinite torture Is an infinitely bad
moral exan'l)le, rather than a perfect moral exarrl)le. Christianity is
necessarily false and Infinitely
Immoral. Skeptlcally question
everything with unassailable honesty and courage. Religion is
slavery.

CERTIFIED nursing assistants fulitlme and part-time openings.
Certification
preferred.
Certif1Cation dass begins June 15.
Apply at St. Benedict's Center,
1810 MN Blvd. S.E., St. Cloud.
EOE.
ATTENTION Marketing majors.
This summer get valuable phone
sales exp. with growing profitable
corll)any. $5.00/hr. + commission
654-6556 US Siding and Window.
SUMMER Daycare. My S.E.
home. One family. Nancy 6569482,
WANTED: Live In hours available
In the SCSU area as well as In the
Melrose • Grey Eagle area. Very
COO'l)etiiive wages and benefits. If
interested contact Catholic
Charities Home Care at: 2598757. or 205 7th Ave. N.
EOE/A.A. SUMMER J6BS. $7.75. No
experience, will train. Flexible
hours. We offer lntemshlps/scholarsh!ps. Gall 253-2151.
ATTENTION Marketing majors.
This summer get valuable sales
exp. with growing profitable company. Excellent earning possibilitles. 654-6556 US Siding and
Window.
CAMP COUNSELORS NEEDED.
Our horseback riding can'l) needs
counselors, and our resident camp
near Buffalo needs Head
Counselors. Need to have experience working with children. To
apply, call or write Human
Resources at the Greater
Minneapolis Girl Scout Council,
5601 Brooklyn Blvd., Minneapolis,
MN 55429. (612) 535-4602.
AA/EOE

Personals
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HEY Ernie, one more to go and
you're In the money. GO out there
and get It done.
STRESSED OUT? Call 253-7444.
Love un·es, 24 hours.
TO: OP
We have had some
great times this quarter and last.
The Fargo Four, Partying at Alpha
Pl & Beta Kappa, Bubblle Tub,
Founder's Day, Sound and Light
Shows, Colorado Bulldogs and
fresh stogies! But most of all the
many meaningful talks. Thanks
for those. We're going to have a
great sunvnerl Need anything just
say Mayday.

~=~~'!t

Btle~s tis 1:.:v:a:~~
Cheers, eating pizza, breaking into
cabins, talking on the boats by the
lake, trips to the cities, swaplng
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shirts & most of all Just freezing to
death . Your a great friend and
always will be! hang In there 111
always be here for you.
Peter P-,.

Call Today! Kelly Temporary
Services 253-7430.

THOSE who believe In the Christ
and the hope of everlasting Ille
promised In the Bible have everything to gain. 1F they are right and
the scoffers are wrong It makes an
Eternity of Difference. What do
you have to gain or lose by readIng God's Word and believing In
His Son, Jesus?
CHRISTIANITY is prejudice and
slavery. Atheism Is at least 500
years older than Christianity, To
believe in the time proven and
reason proven word of atheism
makes more sense· than to dabble
In the foolishness of mockery.
What have those who strongly
condemn atheism have to offer In
its place? They offer Irrationality,
mental lllneu, crime, Immorality,
self-hate, hatred of others, selfpunishment, chlldlshneu, thought
slavery, grovellng superstition, terrorism, fraud, chlld abuse, antlwomenism, racism, love of auelty
and hatred and evil for their own
sake, cult vanity, blind prejudice,
)ntellectual cowardce, anti-intellectualism, anti-science, fear of sex,
anti-knowledge, anti-honesty.
Skeptlcally question everything.
WANTED: Male rider to Atlanta
and Chatanooga. Leaving May
23. call 252-5857 and leave message.
NEW BEGINNINGS, Home For
Single Pregnant Women. Selfhelp program providing professional counseling & support services.
40 N 25 Ave St. Cloud 255-1252.

Notices ~
PARTNERS In Friendship has
internships and field projects for
1992-93. Cfecit avaiable. Leave
message • 654-0929 or 252-5857
or come to 34 Lawrence Hall.
GOOD LUCK on finals everybody.
Have a great and safe summer.
From the men of Alpha Delta
Gamma.

!-;:========:,
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'Summer in the City'

Three Affordable Locations
Near Campus

The Finest in Affordable Student Housing

University Place
1009 and 1021 6th Ave. S.

Stateside Apts.
1010 and 1020 6th Ave. S.

Free
Basic
Cable!

University West
724 7th Ave. S.

Campus Apts.
411 5th Ave. S.

Summer Rent $100
Large private 4br. & 2
bath
Security bldgs.
Laundry facilities
Private parking

Amenities Include:
Air condijioning, Microwaves, Dishwashers, N and phone jacks in bdrm.,
Bathrooms with extra shower, Laundry, Bike rack, Free summer parking and morel

Low summer rates/Also renting fall

251-6005

Excel Realty - Prop. Mgmt. Inc.
810 W . St. Germain

Tanning beds
Ceiling fans
Extra closet space &
storage space
Newer buildings

Cinnamon Ridge 7th Ave. So.
Olympic I Apts. 15 St. So.
M & M Apts. 8th Ave . So.

253-4042
Recycle
University
Chronic-ill
Use it as housing
this summer.

Alh.,.1
Auckla.ttll
C.r•cH

........

Cost. Ilea

TrytheHotTasteof
Pizza Huf Piz?ll Tonight

II

$114•

•1 .... .,. .... •'l'ffl ftiooo.,..Nlo4•1,-1,"
,-<Go1t.lliolotl11111t1_,,.M,...ntl-oo1..w.4.,

..,n..,""".

Council Travel
1501 l..l'wffliryA--S.E.3rdf00
~s,MNSS..1-4

611-379-UU
Call for a rRH 19H student
travelcalalog1

FOR nor, FREE DELIVERY CALL:
129 South Seventh Ave.
255-5500!

25 l-1814

